Types Of Garlic
Fall Grown Hardneck Garlic
Types of Garlic
Hardneck Garlic is more winter hardy and is usually grown in areas that have
very long, cold winters. It can be identified by a rigid stem visible in the centre
of the bulb. Hardnecks are usually planted in the fall, often have stronger,
spicier flavor and store well.
Elephant - Has 3 to 5 very large cloves but very mild, nutty flavor
Bogatyr - A variety known for its hot, strong taste. Excellent for roasting
Duganski - Fiery flavor that mellows when cooked. Stores well.
German White - A very nice strain for our northern climates. Great for roasting due to large
cloves.
Legacy - A rocambole garlic with 4 -6 very large cloves in a bulb. Has strong, full flavour.
Mexican Purple - This garlic has a hot flavour when raw, but becomes milder when baked
Music - Music is large, beautiful, well-formed porcelain garlic. Its flavor is very rich and
musky, strong and robust and sticks around for a while.
Almighty Red - The standard of excellent flavor in rocambole garlic. This is a delightfully
mild, full flavored, productive garlic that stores very well, presents a nice appearance and
has an excellent raw flavor.
Russian Red - A rocambole garlic with a rich, musky flavour and is very hot when eaten
raw. Grows great in the northwest.
Tibetan - Hottest variety of garlic, providing 8-12 cloves/bulb. Stores well. Late maturing
variety
Armenian Porcelain- A musky rocambole garlic. Good for storage and eating raw
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Northern Quebec Porcelain- Very strong smokey aroma. Hot taste.
Susan Delafield- Spicy, delicious, tolerates wet soil conditions. Porcelain style
Chesnok Red- cold hardy. Full, mellow garlic flavour. Best garlic for baking.
Crème de la Rasa –mild, rich flavour. Stores up to 8 months.
Georgian Fire –Bold flavour, intense, and sweet. One of the hottest garlics.
Italian Porcelain –Easy to peel. Smooth, rich, mellow flavour
Kostyn’s Red –Intense long-lasting flavour. Stores up to 8 months
Majestic –Distinctive heat, with mellow aftertaste. Creamy, smooth flavour
Persian Star –Full-flavoured garlic with bite. Nutty flavour when roasted.
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